
HOW LITERATURE REVIEW HELPS IN RESEARCH

Conducting Research Literature Reviews: From the Internet to Paper. . The theoretical literature review helps to
establish what theories.

For example, weave references to other sources into what you are writing but maintain your own voice by
starting and ending the paragraph with your own ideas and wording. Literature reviews are written
occasionally in the humanities, but mostly in the sciences and social sciences; in experiment and lab reports,
they constitute a section of the paper. Literature reviews provide you with a handy guide to a particular topic.
Sometimes you may need to quote certain terminology that was coined by the author, not common knowledge,
or taken directly from the study. This can mean that you get mixed up over what is an exact quote, and what
you have written in your own words; or over what was an idea of your own that you jotted down, or an idea
from some text. You may also want to make a clear decision about whether to start with a very narrow focus
and work outwards, or to start wide before focussing in. Study guide For a printer-friendly PDF version of this
guide, click here This Study Guide explains why literature reviews are needed, and how they can be conducted
and reported. A methodological scope will influence either the types of documents in the review or the way in
which these documents are discussed. Engage in a dialogue with the literature, you are not just providing a
summary. Structure As with any piece of extended writing, structure is crucial. While conducting a review of
the literature, maximize the time you devote to writing this part of your paper by thinking broadly about what
you should be looking for and evaluating. Or, does is merely add more of the same thing being said? This
makes you wonder about American whaling methods during the time portrayed in Moby Dick, so you find
some academic articles published in the last five years on how accurately Herman Melville portrayed the
whaling scene in his novel. This very short statement contains some key concepts, which are examined in the
table below. They will ask further about the significance of repeating similar research. Then your review
would have subsections according to eras within this period. Thematic: Thematic reviews of literature are
organized around a topic or issue, rather than the progression of time. They should arise out of your
organizational strategy. Or it might trace the intellectual progression of the field, including major debates.
There may be specific guidance on structure within your department, or you may need to devise your own.
When you begin to write your literature review section, you'll be glad you dug deeper into how the research
was designed and constructed because it establishes a means for developing more substantial analysis and
interpretation of the research problem. New York: Longman,  Interpretation You need to be actively involved
in interpreting the literature that you are reviewing, and in explaining that interpretation to the reader, rather
than just listing what others have written. Decisions need to be made about where to focus your reading, and
where you can refer briefly to an area but explain why you will not be going into it in more detail. The purpose
is to place research in a historical context to show familiarity with state-of-the-art developments and to
identify the likely directions for future research. If you begin to see the same researchers cited again and again,
then this is often an indication that no new ideas have been generated to address the research problem. They
will want to know how you went about looking for relevant material, and your process of selection and
omission. How will you further your research as a result of the review? This will then provide you with a long
reference list, and some evaluation of the references it contains. The Writing Center. Here are several
strategies you can utilize to assess whether you've thoroughly reviewed the literature: Look for repeating
patterns in the research findings. A well-done integrative review meets the same standards as primary research
in regard to clarity, rigor, and replication. Like a timeline, but a bit more wordy. Spending a lot of time
revising is a wise idea, because your main objective is to present the material, not the argument. What is a
literature review? How might your research add to this understanding, or challenge existing theories and
beliefs? For example, research may suggest that listening to music while studying might lead to better
retention of ideas, but the research might not have assessed whether a particular style of music is more
beneficial than another. It is an important showcase of your talents of: understanding, interpretation, analysis,
clarity of thought, synthesis, and development of argument. What types of sources should I review books,
journal articles, websites; scholarly versus popular sources? Sources covered in the review may include
scholarly journal articles, books, government reports, Web sites, etc. When to stop It is important to keep
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control of the reading process, and to keep your research focus in mind. Or the review might focus on the
economic impact of whaling on a community. Standards: the way in which you present your information.


